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Motivation

Hea ng in private households accounted for 26% of total energy consumed in

Germany in 2020, which is a major contributor to the emissions generated today

[1]. Heat pumps are a promising alterna ve for heat genera on and are a key

technology in achieving our goals of the German energy transforma on which

includes the reduc on of gas emissions by 55% un l 2030, compared to 1990

[2, 4]. A majority of heat pumps in the field today are controlled by a simple

heat curve, which is a naive mapping of the current outdoor temperature to a

control ac on. An alterna ve approach is Model Predic ve Control (MPC) which

was applied in mul ple research works to heat pump control. However, MPC

is heavily dependent on the building model, which has several disadvantages.

Mo vated by this and by recent breakthroughs in the field, this work applied deep

reinforcement learning (DRL) to heat pump control in a simulated environment.

This work was carried out in collabora on with the Fraunhofer ins tute for solar

energy systems (ISE).

Research Questions

1. Is it possible to apply deep reinforcement learning to learn efficient heat

pump control strategies in the simula on provided?

2. How well is deep reinforcement learning working, compared to the two

baseline methods MPC and the hea ng curve?

3. Can the deep reinforcement learning solu on be extended to a demand

response scenario?

Methods

The simula on environment was provided by the Fraunhofer ISE.

The provided simula on was wrapped in an environment which could be used

for deep reinforcement learning.

OpenAI Gym1was used in order to support the crea on of the environment.

Proximal policy op miza on (PPO) [3] was applied as deep reinforcement

learning algorithm.

Stable Baselines32was used to support implementa on of PPO.

Figure 1 shows the concept of how the deep reinforcement learning was

applied in the master thesis. The state defini on of the Markov decision

process, which is used as decision criteria for the agent to choose ac ons

includes (1) the current indoor temperature of the building Tin, (2) the current

return temperature Tret of the water coming back from the underfloor hea ng

system, and (3) a forecast of outside air temperatures Tout.
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Figure 1. Overview of the applied solu on. The agent chooses the thermal power of the heat

pump Q̇hp as control ac on. The deep reinforcement learning environment is denoted in green.

It wraps the simula on framework, which is highlighted in purple. The simula on framework

returns informa on about any comfort devia ons and the amount of electricity which was used

for hea ng. Both terms are included in the reward defini on and are to be minimized to ensure

efficient heat pump control. Addi onally, weather profiles are used to simulate the influence of

the outdoor temperature on the hea ng process. Note that a forecast of the weather is

included in the environments state.

Results

1. Control strategies for heat pumps could be learned that manage keep the

indoor temperature in the defined comfort bound (between 21◦C and 25◦C).

2. By using different buildings in the evalua on, it could be shown that the

op mal hea ng strategies depend on the building used (see figure 2). The

hea ng strategy for the efficient enhanced building exploits the heat storage

capabili es while hea ng when it is rela vely warm outside.

3. By a baseline comparison, it could be shown that MPC-like performance (in

terms of energy usage and comfort devia ons) could be archived, just by

learning by trial and error (which is the basic idea of DRL).

4. Addi onally, by including me-based variable electricity prices in an

experiment, it could be shown that the solu on can be easily extended to the

scenario, where hea ng should take plase with respect to varying electricity

prices.
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Figure 2. Heat pump control strategies for the three different buildings learned by the DRL

agent. The control ac on choosen by the agent at every me step is shown in black. The

resul ng indoor room temperature is shown in orange. The outside air temperature is shown in

blue. Note that the learned strategic control approach from the efficient enhanced building

differs from the other two. The agent learned to exploit the termal hea ng capaci es to shi

the hea ng loads to periods where the heat pump could be operated most efficiently - when its

rela vely warm outside.
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